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Jigs for Wooden Aircraft - Size

Each joint can therefore be checked at once ... The fourth type of spar is the complex laminated cantilever ... a top and bottom laminated built-up cantilever boom,. 
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PART 2



JIGS FOR WOODEN AIRCRAFT By Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume, EAA 8579 All drawings by the author
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Wings s in the case of the fuselage, jigs play an important part not only in assembling the component parts of the wing such as the ribs, compression struts and spars, but also in the correct alignment of the complete panel prior to skinning the leading edge with plywood, or, in the case of a stressed-skin wing, the covering of the entire wing. The same rules apply to wing jigs as those detailed earlier in Part 1 of this article. Work from a level, establish a datum and a centre-line which may be represented by a line on the floor or a line in space represented by a taut string. Check each and every layout — if possible have a friend check with you. Never rely on purely eyeball estimation — a surface or component may look level but, until someone devises a calibrated graticule with vernier adjustment to fit your headlamps, stick to to the old-fashioned adjustable bubble level and straightedge. About the first jig (often the only jig!) one thinks of with a wing is the rib jig. This is a peculiarly satisfying piece of carpentry — indeed almost as satisfying as the ribs which are prised out of it! The form of the rib jig has not changed over the years but I have devised an alternative jig which I find a little easier to make and use. To begin with, Fig. 1 shows the conventional jig. Fig. 2 illustrates my jig and here's how to make it. Draw the full-size profile on to a plank of laminated block-board about one inch thick. Mark the pro-
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Fig. 2 The Ord-Hume improved rib jig for rapid rib construction. Paint with two coats of hot linseed oil to prevent glue adhesion. Make certain that the oil is thoroughly absorbed by the jig before use.



file very clearly — the plank may first be painted white after sanding and the outline marked in India ink. Now take the board to the handsaw and rip out the shape. cleaning down to the profile with block-plane and rasp. Cut next a number of wood buttons about one and a half inches in diameter and slightly thinner than the width of the rib stock. With practice, these buttons can be cut out with a tenon saw as octagons and then spun between the fingers against a sander to circular shape. Drill each one 3/16" diameter V»" off centre. Assuming the capstrip stock to be 3/16" thick, the button should pivot approximately 13/16" from the outside profile of the rib. Scribe off this distance parallel to the edge of the board with a pair of odd-legs. Making sure not to interfere with the bracing members of the rib structure, drill through the board to take 3/16" bolts at each button. Bolt on the buttons with a washer under the bolt head and another between the button and the jig. Tighten sufficiently to hold the button yet permit it to rotate reasonably freely. Plane up a couple of pieces of scrap wood to the cross-section of the spars and glue and screw these into place. Now glue and tack on pieces of rib stock to locate the cross-members and diagonals. Two strips of ash IV by %" are now glued and screwed to the upper and lower edges of the jig as shown. Because the spring of the capstrip over the sharplycurved nose of the rib might split the ash profile reContinued on next page
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Fig. 1. Conventional rib jig laid out on base board. SPORT
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can immediately be lifted out, turned over and the gussets fitted to the other side. Each joint can therefore
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be checked at once for alignment before the glue dries.
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Fig. 3. Jig for cutting rib members to length.



JIGS . . . from preceding page tainers, the first few inches of the nose is clad with a strap iron profile. Clearance is made in this for the capstrips to protrude before being trimmed back to size. A word here on rib building. When the rib is glued up and the gussets put on the top side in the jig, the rib
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To make this possible, the jig should be used on a clear surface with sufficient flat space by the jig to work on the rib after its removal from the jig. Alternatively, if space is at a premium (it certainly is in my attic!) find a large board big enough for the rib to be supported on and drill and fit this with two W diameter dowel pegs to recess into the jig itself. The rib may then be taken from the jig, the flat board keyed on top of the jig, and the rib worked on on the clear space provided. A job which takes time and much fiddling can be the cutting of the rib bracing diagonals and cross-members. The guy who cuts each one individually for every rib is a mug! Spring two capstrips into the rib jig, press them out against the profile retainers by means of the eccentric buttons and carefully cut and fit a full set of diagonals and cross-members. Number each rib piece in the rib on the jig. Take two pieces of good straight commercial timber about 1" by M>" and glue these either side
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Fig. 4. Types of wing beam or spar. 16
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Fig. 5. Step by step stages in the construction of types of built-up spar. The arrows indicate the direction of clamping pressure at each stage.



of a spare length of rib stock (Fig. 3). The rib members are put into this end to end and the assembly converted into a mitre block with a small tenon or cabinet-makers saw. In the illustration, only five members are drawn. I have actually colour-coded my own jig, members 1 to 5 marked in red, 6 through 9 being blue and 10 to 14 green. All these members are cut in one mitre-block only three feet long and the only point to watch is that only one colour is cut at a time, the pieces being removed,



the capstrip slid back up to the stop again and then all the next colour cut. This device technically comes under the heading of a tool rather than a jig but the amateur need not worry what to call it — if it's of use, then use it whether it's a wimwom or a whatsit. SPARS



There are four types of spar commonly used in light aircraft. First is the plank spar which is usually of solid spruce, sometimes routed out to save weight. Next comes the simple box section spar and its variants wherein a single straight top boom and a similar lower boom form the upper and lower sides of a ply-sided box. The third type is similar to the second, but the spar has a single ply web with spruce booms fixed to the top and bottom to make a broad 'IT section, or a straight T section. The fourth type of spar is the complex laminated cantilever spar for a one-piece wing (in the case of a glider a two-piece cantilever wing) which comprises a top and bottom laminated built-up cantilever boom, boxed together with plywood. These types are illustrated for reference in Fig. 4 and each presents jigging problems of its own. The solid spar is the easiest of them all. — it is planed up straight and rectangular and that's it. Some airplanes have plank spars which are strengthened locally at high stress points by plank doublers, an ex-



ample being the Aeronca C-3. Since it is well known that plank spars are unnecessarily heavy, the central part of the plank acting purely as a high weight penalty shear web, many airplane manufacturers make use of routed plank spars wherein the 'dead' wood is cut away to a thin web. An example here is the de Havilland Tiger Moth (indeed, every type of Moth employed routed plank spars!) Routing can be done with a routing cutter in a pillar drill, but that is outside the scope of the



present article. The simple box spar and the T or broad 'U' beam have certain points in common so far as basic assembly and jigging is concerned, so we will look at these together. Fig. 5 shows the sections of the spar types and illustrates the directions in which setting pressure must be applied. Pressure direction should be considered early on in the design of the jig as often jig members have to be arranged to provide clearance for, or location for clamps, sash-cramps or pressure fixtures. It will be seen that the section of the spar as drawn shows the ply webs protruding beyond the line of the spruce booms at each side. This is to allow for trimming afterwards. Never attempt to cut a piece of ply dead to size for fixing to a frame, fuselage side or spar for the simple reason that it is very difficult to ensure correct re-alignment in assembly and it is far easier and safer to allow a 'flash' to remain which can be planed off afterwards. This flash must be allowed for in the jig design and some idea of this type of jig is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the intercostals in the spar itself are glued in before the second boom is positioned and fixed. This is because if they are glued in afterwards, inserting each piece into a gap which is dead to size will clean all the . Continued on next, page SPORT AVIATION
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Fig. 6. "I" Beam Jig. Methods and principles of jigging built-up spars. If a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps.



JIGS . . . /rom preceding page glue off. The second boom is closed in with folding wedges. For a box-spar, fit the booms and intercostals first and then the uppermost ply skin. When thoroughly set, remove the spar very carefully and fit the ply skin to the other side. Similarly, when building a broad 'U' beam, arrange the jig so that the spar ply web will come uppermost. In the case of T section beams, a two-stage jig is used as shown in the illustration. Spars may be built on a wooden floor in which case clamping pressure is obtained by screwed clamping pads made either of hardwood or of angle iron. Ideally, of course, the spar should be built on a spar-building table, detailed in Fig. 7, clamping pressure being achieved with C clamps or toggle clamps. The complex cantilever spar requires a very different technique and, since it is imperative to work at a convenient height rather than on the floor, make up a spar-building table as shown in Fig. 7. The tops of the frame trestles are levelled off and boarded with thick planks of wood which are then planed smooth. Arrange the profile of the jig table to that of the spar and then make the table only a few inches wider than the spar so as to allow C clamps to be used. Begin by laminating up the actual spar booms, first the top, then the lower. When all the various laminations 18
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are prepared for gluing, have a 'dummy run' in the jig and arrange beforehand just where the clamps and blocks are to be fixed. Also open up the clamps to the right gap and have immediately to hand everything necessary for assembly because, once the process of gluing starts, all clamping must be completed within the life of the glue. Recruit a couple of friends and run through the procedure with them. Alert the wife (or similarly convenient standby person) and make certain she understands how to answer doorbells, telephones and so forth, for once you start gluing, nothing must be allowed to stop you until the boom is clamped up. A word of warning. Never buy your spar lamination stock planed to dead width. Always allow at least one eighth of an inch extra on width to allow for shuffling and cleaning down to dead width with the smoothing



plane after laminating. As throughout all clamping operations, clamp on



scrap pieces of timber to protect the aircraft wood from



being bruised. There is an old cabinet-makers' stunt of



wetting a bruise on wood so that the collapsed wood cells expand and hide the bruise from sight. Very good tip to remember — when making a bookcase! Forget it in aircraft work — the collapsed cells are still weakened and useless whether you spit on them or 'accidentally' blob on a lump of glue. The best way is to prevent bruising right from the start. (Continued next month)
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Jigs for Wooden Aircraft 

These can be made of wood or slotted steel angles. ... A recent innovation in house construction has been ... positively fixed to the floor, fit the frame also to the.










 








Jigs For Wooden Aircraft 

assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted. Start on a level ..... a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps. JIGS .










 








Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Aircraft Building:Welding Jigs & Cutting Metal 

instructions for building the necessary jigs. In most cases, they ... for the jig to warp or move. With the ... you draw the entire full-sized structure that you are building on it. .... Do not use a pencil to mark metal for ... Portrait / Landscape 










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.










 








Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

represents one of the best of the high-performance type plastics introduced since World War II. In many commercial applications (pipe and fittings, ... Try sawing, drilling, ..... weight and cost of an assembly or provide longer service life.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft - Size 

sive porting and turbo charging. Larger gaps at the plugs and worn ... A Capacitor. Discharge Ignition, or GDI, sends 400v to the coil for each spark. If the cor-.










 








Building Wooden Cantilever Spars - Size 

steps which would create a high stress concentration at the .... face" refers to the top normal to the spar; "lowermost" or .... Draw a pencil reference line across the ...










 








Converting Auto Engines For Aircraft Use - Size 

drive is set at the same level as the Ly- ... the V-8 auto engine conversion should ..... The stock intake systems used on ..... principles and sound shop practices.










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Landing Gears for Light Aircraft - Size 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...










 








Aircraft Building: Time for TIG - Size 

Building" in the April 2000 EAA. Sport Aviation for an ... Some smaller units work on 120 volts, hut most machines, like the ... There are a variety of TIG electrical power units, and homebuilders ... and their filler materials. When you're ready to 










 








Scale Aircraft Factors - Size 

In effect, the dynamic model becomes a complex inlegral- ... As angular acceleration is radians |x>r second squared, or. 1/L, we have .... teresting sport safer.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

Griffin, GA. November 7-8...... Corona, CA .. (Aircraft Builders Conference). December 5-6 . . . . . Phoenix, AZ. Information on these workshops can be obtained by ...










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft - Size 

1,810,182 was duly issued in 1931 to one Angel (sic). Mateo for an "Aeroplane of ..... Since wing forces are proportional to the square of the velocity, a part of the ...










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

AIRCRAFT BUILDING. BASICS OF .... A review of the safety issues in- .... Wireless telephone interface for business utility â€¢ Optional DRAWS recorder and.










 








Aircraft Electrical Installations - Size 

Layout Engineer, Electrical Installation. McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft. INSTALLING AN electrical system in your homebuilt is not merely ... manufacturer considers the electrical installation that im- portant, then .... tape (industrial SPIRAP). Clamp .










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

production airplane with a standard air- worthiness ... pable of safely handling the situation. An interesting ... aircraft service manual are closely fol- lowed.










 








Aircraft Building - Size 

They were looking for a type of wood ... With the advent of World War II, ... The use of Sitka Spruce was carried into post- war ... coast of the United States and Canada). .... 43-13, Government Bulletin ANC-19, .... I would strongly encourage the.










 








Homebuilt aircraft i.. - Size 

Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.










 








Aircraft Wire Sizing - Size 

I participate in a number of online forums specializing in amateur built airplane issues and I strongly suggest you do likewise if you're building an airplane!
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